VA Area District Representative Report

This template can be used as a guide and does not need to be strictly adhered to. Please adapt to suit the needs of the person giving the report.

**Date of Meeting:** NO meeting 1-22, Virtual 2-8-22

**District Name and Number:** Bull Run District 57-005

**DR Name and email:** Charlene Beckett  CharleneLBeckett@gmail.com

**Informational Items:** INFORMATION BEING GATHERED THE NEXT MONTH

Meetings in your District: (total)

Face to face:

Hybrid:

Virtual only:

In active:

**Updates since last meeting:**

- Events or projects the District has completed since last meeting
  NO events or projects
- Events or projects the District is planning
  Will vote on Spring Workshop March 8th meeting
- Successes – none too small or too large to share!
  We had a good turn out with new GR 1st meeting of the year.
- Challenges
  As new DR adapting to role
  AFG Connect ---- lots of emails!
- Goals
  Update list of meetings in Area with (virtual, hybrid, in person and all new GRs information.
• Things that are working well
  Too early to tell as new DR
• Things that need attention
  Update list of meetings in Area with (virtual, hybrid, in person and all new GRs information.